
Every FLCf)lmATE 
picture tells a story 

DOMESDAY CAD DIGmSING 
A typical bar chart from the Domesday database. Example from SUPERDRAFT running on the NIMBUS. Map of Europe digitised and edited uslng LINMAP 

sotlware. Hard copy Is obtainable via the Plotmate BBC 
Welcome disk. 

IMAGE SCANNING PCI DESIGN ESS 

ESS 
20%-30% 

DISCOUNTS 

Llnscan screen file of 'MONA LISA' Incorporated Into 
AMX PAGEMAKER 

Using LINTRACK, a Printed Circuli Board design 
package. 

Linear Graphic's unique educational discount 
scheme. 

PLOTMATE Is one of the most popular graphics plotters used across the 
entire curriculum In education 

Sophisticated and Inexpensive, Plotmate provides high definition 
plotted output and high resolution scanned Input when used In 
conjunction with the LINSCAN Image Scanner. 

MICRO COMPAnBILITY 
Plotmate Is compatible with all leading micros Including the BBC. 
NIMBUS, IBM PCs and PC compatibles, such as the AMSTRAD PC1512. 

CAD 
Plotmate runs from many leading BBC packages Including BITSTIK, 
AMX DESIGN, the REALTIME GRAPHICS SYSTEM and LOGOTRON LOGO. 
When the on-board graphics language range Is extended, Plotmate 
'M' models understand commands from HPGL 7475A/7470A Industry 
standard languages enabling compatibility with a wide range of 
professional third party software Including AUTOCAD, AUTOSKETCH. 
SUPERDRAFT, SCRIBE MODELLER and MICRODRAFT. 

PCB DESIGN 
LINTRACK Is a sophisticated, low cost, CAD package which allows the 
creation and revision of printed circuit board artwork. BBC. Nimbus, IBM 
PC and Amstrad PC1512 versions available. 

IMAGE SCANNING 
The LINSCAN range of Image scanners can create Image files for most 
popular Desktop Publishing and Art packages. 
AMX PAGE MAKER. FLEET STREET EDITOR, IMAGE, ARTROOM and ACE can 
process image files created by Llnscan (for the BBC). 
ALDUS PAGEMAKER and NEWSPAPER can use Image files from Llnscan 
(for the Nimbus~ 
GEM PAINT, XEROX VENTURA PUBLISHER. and GEM DESKTOP PUBLISHER 
can utilise Image flies created by Llnscan (for IBM PCs and PC 
compatibles~ 

DOMESDAY 
All Plotmate Welcome disks allow WRITE Files containing tabular data 
from the Domesday database to be reprocessed In pie, bar and line 
chart format on the BBC Master. 

EDUCAnONAL DISCOUNTS 
Linear Graphics offers the unique 
Educational Support Scheme (ESS) 
whereby savings of between 20%-30% 
on all Plotmate plotters, associated 
software and add-ons are available 
to all educational establishments. 
FREE training Is offered with 
quantity orders. 

Please send me details on Linear Graphics' products. 1 am 
particularly interested in (please indicate) 

NAME ........................ .................... ....... ....... ............... .... .... .... ................... . 

POSITION ...................................................... .... ............... ........ ............... ... . 

ESTABLISHMENT ..... ........ ............................... ........ ........... .......................... . 

ADDRESS ....................................... .... ... .... ....... ..... ................................... .. . 

........................................................... ....... ........ TEL. ....................... .... .... .... . 


